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Summary
Of your employment practice, you should establish and implement a written policy and procedure
for responding to no match letters and maintain records of your responses to those letters and
communications with affected employees. Apply the policy consistently to all employees in order to
avoid claims of discrimination.
This procedure applies if you as an employer receive from the Social Security Administration (SSA)
an “Employer Correction Request” (commonly referred to as a “No-Match Letter”) or notice from
the Department of Homeland Security (DHLS) that the immigration status or employmentauthorization documentation presented or referenced by the employee in completing Form I–9 was
not assigned to the employee according to Department of Homeland Security records. Both of these
will be called “No-Match Letters.”
Make and identify a folder to hold all correspondence regarding No-Match Letters. Make the
folder readily accessible and keep in it all correspondence between you and SSA, employees, and
DHLS regarding any Immigration looms over the dairy industry like a large dark storm capable at
any moment to break forth in a widespread wind and rain torrent or a more focused tornado,
damaging much of the industry or destroying just a few. No matter where one looks, there is no
light to be seen promising fairer weather though political forecasters predict relief will come,
sometime. Dairymen, like much of American agriculture, rely upon immigrant labor despite the fact
that many such workers are likely aliens unauthorized for employment in the US. American
immigration and economic policy has effectively allowed and even encouraged the use of this labor.
The U.S. Congress has failed to provide another clear, less risky, means to satisfy the legitimate need
for labor with a workable and sufficiently sized program that provides labor to maintain economic
stability and protects our national security.
The current visa programs are inadequate both in terms of numbers of available visas as well
as the unworkable process. Dairy Farmers, as most are agricultural employers, depend upon a
mostly Hispanic work force. Some of these employees may not be authorized to work in the United
States (Undocumented Workers) but are able to obtain employment by falsely filling out Form I-9 or
providing forged documents in support of their claims. An employer cannot be sure whether or not
an employee is authorized while illegal to hire alien workers that are not properly documented.
Current Federal law provides employers protections. Such does not protect employers from losing
valuable employees as a result of government raids, arrests, and other efforts to identify and remove
undocumented alien workers. In the vacuum of Federal law, states and local governments are
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entering into the area of civil enforcement of immigration laws. This presentation will provide a
detailed look at how an employer should comply with Federal law, explain the changes in Federal
regulations, will examine the proposed Federal legislative and regulatory changes, and examine
recent efforts at state regulation such as in Arizona.
Background
In dairying, the use of Hispanic laborers is widespread and generally viewed as the preferred method
of staffing dairy farms. This is because of their strong work ethic, attention to details during
repetitive tasks, reliability, and trustworthiness. Contrary to popular perception and media
suggestions otherwise, compensation for these workers typically includes benefits, housing, and a
competitive wage. The compensation package compares favorably with other jobs in the community
for workers with similar skill sets.
These workers include native born American citizens, lawful and fully documented alien workers
from Mexico, Guatemala, and other Latin American countries, and improperly documented workers.
The distribution of these categories among all of the dairy workers is not known. Distribution at
individual dairy farms is even harder to know. Speculation runs from none to all with all
percentages in between. The two extremes cannot be true. It is safe to say, however, that there are
significant numbers of undocumented alien workers among the work force.
Who is and who is not an authorized worker cannot be known by merely looking at the individual.
At the same time, Federal law severely limits the amount of information an employer may obtain to
conform to existing Federal immigration laws. From the standpoint of a dairy farmer employer who
fully complies with the Federal rules, all of its workers are properly documented workers, alien or
citizen. But compliance with Federal law is only part of the issue for a dairyman.
Even if the employer is in full compliance, that does not mean the employees are. Any authorized
alien is subject to removal from employment, not uncommonly in raids by Immigration Control and
Enforcement (ICE) officers. Such actions not only can unexpectedly and severely deplete the work
force of a dairyman, but will also frighten those who are lawfully here. This leaves gaps in the
filling of key skilled positions and the inability to fill those gaps.
Since Congress has failed to adequately address this situation, the agencies have taken harder stances
on the existing law. The issue is not only being fought in the legislatures and agencies, but in the
courts as well. At the time of writing, a San Francisco court continues to stay enforcement of
tougher DHL S regulations on “no match” letters. Briefs are due the end of February 2009. To
make things more difficult, more and more states and localities have passed bills addressed at
unlawful alien workers. These, often Draconian measures, further interfere with filling skilled
positions by depleting the workforce and scaring the remaining workers away.
The Law
The Constitution gives the Federal government the right to establish rules concerning immigration
and naturalization.3 Under Federal law, it is unlawful to hire an alien who is not authorized to work.
On its surface, it is an easily understood law.
It is unlawful for a person or other entity-(A) to hire, or to recruit or refer for a fee,
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for employment in the United States an alien knowing the alien is an unauthorized
alien . . . with respect to such employment,4
More to the status of dairy farmer employers, it is unlawful to fail in complying with Form I-9
procedures:
It is unlawful for a person or other entity. . . if the person or entity is an, agricultural
employer, . . .to hire, or to recruit or refer for a fee, for employment in the United
States an individual without complying with the requirements of subsection (b) of this
section.5
Violations of either section can be costly. Violating the paper work requirements of I-9 run from
$100 to $1000 for each individual employee in which the paperwork is not in order.6 Factors to be
considered are the size of the business of the employer being charged, the good faith of the
employer, the seriousness of the violation, whether or not the individual was an unauthorized alien,
and the history of previous violations.7
Criminal penalties for violation of hiring an unauthorized alien or continuing to hire one after it is
known that he is not authorized are up to $3000 per unauthorized alien and up to six months
imprisonment for the entire practice or pattern regardless of the number of aliens.8 Injunctive relief
can also be issued.9 There are no criminal violations for failure to comply with the I-9 process.
Good faith compliance with Form I-9 is a defense to the prohibition to hire an unauthorized alien.
The regulations for subsection (b) of the statute are embodied in rules found at 8 CFR 274a.10 These
are described in more detail later.
The result is that for employers it is the failure to comply with documentation procedures that creates
liability.
Safe Harbor Provisions
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Employers who follow the procedures required for Form I-9 will find themselves protected from
both civil and criminal prosecution for either violation of (1)(a), (1)(b) or (2). The steps to fit in this
“safe harbor” are as follows


Use the current Form I-9 (11-07-2007) (A copy of the current form is attached)



Have a new employee fill out the I-9 within 3 days of hire



Employee provides documents that identify her or him and show that she or he is
eligible for employment.



Employee fills out the Section I "Employee information and verification”



Employee Verifies it is true by signing.



Employer inspects and reviews the identification and eligibility documents. If they
appear to be what they purport to be, employer has complied.



The Employer completes Section II, again within 3 days of hire after Employee has
completed the Section I.



Employer keeps form. The Employer does not file with the Immigration Service.



These documents should be kept for three years or until one year after the employee
is terminated, whichever is later.

There is a controversy over whether or not to photocopy the documents presented. This is a decision
which each employer must make. In making the decision, the employer must consider a number of
factors. First, these documents can only be used for the I-9 and cannot be used for any other purpose
including numbers and addresses for employee compensation. Second, there is no requirement that
the documents be copied. Failure to copy will not subject employer to any sanction. Third, having
copies of the documents cannot help or augment an employer’s defense.
Making copies does have its risks. First, all employees must be treated the same. Having copies of
some, but not all, employees can be the basis of an illegal discrimination claim. Second, facially the
documents may not, in good faith, be what they purport to be. Having copies will provide
authorities to challenge the employer’s good faith. Third, having some documents, but not all, could
be interpreted to mean the employer did not really have the documents in hand at any time for those
it does not have copies. Fourth, the documents can be used as prosecution of the employers’
employees and provide grounds for warrants and further investigation. In summary, there is neither
necessity nor benefit to have copies, but plenty of risk.
The Form I-9s can be stored electronically. Whether electronically or physically, the I-9s and a list
of employees should be kept in one file folder and not among all of the employees individually.
The Form I-9 is available in Spanish at the ICE website. Only employers in Puerto Rico can use the
form. However, it may be useful to provide to employees to see what they are filling out. A copy is
attached to this report to be used for explanation to would be hires.
Documents to be used.
A would be employee must provide documents that establish identity and eligibility. The
Department of Homeland Security has provided three lists (List A, B, and C) of proper documents.
List A includes documents that provide both identity and eligibility. These are US Passport (expired
or not), Alien Registration Receipt Card or Permanent Resident Card, Form I-551, unexpired foreign
ͷ
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passport with temporary I-551 stamp, unexpired Employment Authorization Document issued by
INS containing photograph, unexpired foreign passport with Form I-94. If a worker provides one of
those documents, then all requirements of the Employee under I-9 are satisfied.
If the employee does not have a document from List A, then she must provide two documents–one
from each of List B and List C. List B is an identity only document and includes drivers license or
ID with photograph or with name, DOB, sex, height, color of eyes, address; a school ID with photo;
a voter's registration card; US military card or draft record; military dependents ID card; U.S. Coast
Guard Merchant Mariner Card; a Native American Tribal Document; or a Canadian driver's license.
A driver’s license issued by any governmental identity from Mexico is not valid under List B.
Employment authorization only documents (List C) include Social Security Card without "not valid
for employment purposes"statement; Certification of Birth Abroad; original or certified birth
certificate; Native American tribal document; US Citizens ID Card; Resident citizen ID Card;
Unexpired employment authorization document by DHS.11
If the individual cannot provide the required documents because they were damaged, destroyed, or
stolen, then the individual can still comply by providing a receipt that shows replacement documents
have been requested and, within 90 days, supply the replacement document.
Minors and handicapped individuals must supply the same documents, but their application can be
signed by their power of attorney, parent, or guardian.
Changes in the No Match Rules.
Department of Homeland Security has issued new regulations as to how it will interpret the
constructive notice exception to the safe harbor when employers receive No-Match Letters.12 The
implementation is, as of this writing, subject to a court ordered injunction.13
There are cases of constructive notice which can remove the employer from the Safe Harbor
provisions. These include “No-Match Letters” which inform the employer that the documents
submitted are not true documents. From Social Security Administration employers may receive
“Employer Correction Request”in matching annual W-2 reports with the database. Or from the
Department of Homeland Security – (“Notice of Suspect Documents”) which will come after an ICE
audit of the employers I-9 records.
The SSA only sends letters to employers if there are multiple no matches (generally ten or more).
Individual no-matches are sent to the employees at the addresses on their W-4 forms. SSA has
stated that it will not send any no-match letters concerning more than one worker until the California
federal lawsuit is settled. SSA will continue to send individual no-match letters to workers but will
11
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not send them to the worker’s employer. No match letters from DHLS which come after an audit
probably will continue.
Under the rules now on court ordered hold, if the “No Match Letter” is due to Clerical Error, within
30 days the employer should make sure that its records are correct and there is no typographical,
transcription, or clerical errors. If there are they should be corrected, an amended W-4 transmitted to
SSA and report the corrected numbers to SSA or DHLS as the case may be. Verification of SSA
numbers can be done electronically.
If the “No Match Letter” is due to Employee Error, within 30 days verify with employee that the
information employer has agrees with employee. If it does not, then correct the errors, file the
amended transmittal of W-4, verify they are correct, and Report to the SSA or DHLS.
If the discrepancy is not resolved within 93 days of receipt of the letter, then the employee must file
a new I-9 and the employer comply with the I-9 rules. The employee cannot use any document with
the number being challenged and identification must be by photograph.
Homeland Security issued these rules intended to strengthen the obligation of employers to recheck
those documents presented in support of authorization. These regulations would mandate conduct in
response to the “no match” rules. In response a lawsuit was filed seeking injunctive relief against
enforcement.14 The court issued a preliminary injunction and set a date for hearing on a permanent
injunction. Rather than appeal the decision, the government agreed to an extended injunction as it
considers rewriting the rules and upgrading the SSA system to insure accuracy of the name and
social security matches. After it filed new justification for the regulations, the government asked the
stay to be lifted, but the Court did not.
E-Verify Rules
General Services Administration (GSA) and other agencies issued final regulations on the
use of E-verify for contractors with the government.15 In its original form it would have required
producers who had contracts with USDA for farm programs as well as other related agreements to
participate in the E-verify program. The final rule exempts almost all producers of food and
agricultural products that are "commercially available off the shelf". (COTS items). Farmers who
provide bulk food are exempt. It also describes coop members as subcontractors which means that
they are exempt even if other activities and products of the cooperative would be. The rules were
effective January 15, 2008. The rule can be found at the government website,
http://origin.www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/ .
Department of Justice, Office of Special Counsel guidance for compliance with the No-Match
Letters
It is unlawful to discriminate in employment based upon citizenship, immigration status, or
national origin.16 Termination of an employee because employer received a no-match letter can be
14
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the basis for a violation of that law. When DHLS issued the clarified rule on safe harbor provisions,
Department of Justice, Office of Special Counsel, which handles discriminatory claims filed a notice
in the Federal Register. The most important provisions are:
An employer that receives an SSA nomatch letter and terminates employees without
attempting to resolve the mismatches, or who treats employees differently or
otherwise acts with the purpose or intent to discriminate based upon national origin or
other prohibited characteristics, may be found by OSC to have engaged in unlawful
discrimination. However, if an employer follows all of the safe-harbor procedures
outlined in DHS’s no-match rule but cannot determine that an employee is authorized
to work in the United States, and therefore terminates that employee, and if that
employer applied the same procedures to all employees referenced in the no-match
letter(s) uniformly and without the purpose or intent to discriminate on the basis of
actual or perceived citizenship status or national origin, then OSC will not find
reasonable cause to believe that the employer has violated section 1324b’s
antidiscrimination provision, and that employer will not be subject to suit by the
United States under that provision.17
State enforcement of criminal and civil immigration laws
In the past states have had the ability and often aided in the enforcement of criminal laws regarding
alien employment. In the absence of Federal efforts and as a rise of populism grows, more and more
states are becoming involved in civil enforcement. The first of these are Arizona’s “Legal Arizona
Workers Act”18 and Oklahoma’s “Oklahoma Taxpayer and Citizen Protection Act of 2007”19 These
have been followed by Mississippi’s Mississippi Employment Protection Act,20; Missouri21, South
Carolina,22 Utah,23 and West Virginia.24
Each of the state laws has their individual approaches, but all have some things in common. The
Arizona and Oklahoma statutes were the models for those that followed and can be used to
17
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understand the breadth of the regulations. Each state will have to be analyzed individually and
applied to specific facts. Nevertheless, some general observations can be made. Under the Arizona
statute, which took effect at the beginning of 2008, all employers are required to participate in the
basic pilot program offered by Homeland Security.25 Under this program, employers register with
DHLS and enter into an agreement whereby that they will pre-screen all employees for compliance
with worker authorization. In simple terms, through use of the internet, employers can enter names
and social security or employment authorization numbers and have these verified in real time. With
verification, the employee is authorized, otherwise not. All employees must be subject to E-verify.
Complaints that the database behind the E-verify program is subject to gross error is the basis of the
injunction pending against the Federal rules for “No Match Letters.”
Although the Arizona act does require participation in the Federal basic pilot program, there appears
to be no penalty for failure to do so. As an affirmative rebuttable presumption that an employer did
not intentionally employ an unauthorized alien, an employer may raise the defense available under
the Federal statute that good faith compliance with the I-9 program is an affirmative defense.26
In Arizona if a business is found to have intentionally hired an illegal alien, then among other things
its right to continue as a business can be suspended for up to ten days. The implications of this are
enormous. Anyone can report suspicions to law enforcement officers and upon receipt of such a
complaint, the agency is required to investigate.27 In substance the Arizona statute appears to have
created an obligation on the state enforcement agencies to enforce civil compliance with
immigration laws and, where the law has been violated, exact state punishment as well. The
psychological effect may be much greater as shown by reports of businesses shutting down and
aliens fleeing the state in anticipation of the law.28 The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held the that
(1) the act was licensing measure that fell within savings clause of Immigration Reform and Control
Act's (IRCA) preemption provision; (2) the act was not impliedly preempted by IRCA; and (3) the
act did not, on its face, violate employers' right to procedural due process.29 The Missouri law has
also been upheld.30
The Oklahoma statute goes beyond the Arizona act. In addition to employment related actions, it
prohibits the transporting or harboring of aliens or “reckless disregard” of such fact. Punishment is
no less than one year imprisonment and $1000 fine.31 Because these are not “employment actions”
25
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there is no “safe harbor” and an employer otherwise immune from prosecution for hiring an
unauthorized alien could be guilty of transporting or harboring them if she provides transportation of
any kind or housing. State agencies in Oklahoma are prohibited from providing identification cards
to unauthorized aliens.32 As relevant to dairy farmers, Oklahoma requires that employers participate
in the E-Verify program beginning July 1, 2008 to verify employment.33 The punishment is that
discharge of any employee if it has employed an unauthorized alien, has been improperly
discharged.34
Of particular concern is that Oklahoma and many of the other states have created a cause of action
for dismissing a U.S. citizen or authorized alien worker if the position is filled by an authorized
alien.35 Finally, most of the state laws provide for private reporting of violations and obligations on
state officials to investigate.36 The Oklahoma statute was held invalid by a Federal District Court.
That decision is currently on appeal.37
The impact of legislation has other, unexpected, results. Denying benefits to illegal aliens for
workers compensation, education, unemployment, insurance, and health care can fall back on the
employer who may have an independent or moral obligation to provide those benefits.
H-2A Visas
In the complexity of immigration law there has been a long standing provision for non immigrants to
provide seasonal labor. A H-2A worker is a non immigrant worker here temporarily or for seasonal
work fully intending to return to the native country. The moniker, “H-2A”, comes from the portion
of the code, 7 U.S.C.A. 1101(a)(15)(H)(ii)(a) which provides visas for a limited number of persons
(a) having a residence in a foreign country which he has no intention of abandoning
who is coming temporarily to the United States to perform agricultural labor or
services, as defined by the Secretary of Labor in regulations and including
agricultural labor defined in section 3121(g) of Title 26, agriculture as defined in
section 203(f) of Title 29, and the pressing of apples for cider on a farm, of a
temporary or seasonal nature.38
Recently, under attack for the complexity of the regulation, the Department of Labor issued no
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regulations regarding H-2A visas.39 NMPF and other dairy interests proposed allowing a definition
of “temporary” that was consistent with the needs of dairy farmers whose “season” is year long.
They modeled the proposal after a similar provision for sheepherders. DOL recognized the request
but denied it saying it was not legislatively provided. It is questionable whether the law which
provides for “temporary or a seasonal nature” can cover periods of at least a year which is necessary
for dairy producers. Legislation will be required.
Forthcoming Legislation
In the midst of this stalemate, Congress will be forced to address the issue. The E-verify program is
up for renewal in March 2009 and its extension could come with some relief. The reality is that
Congress needs to hear from you and what you need to maintain economic vitality today.
It is expected that the agency will continue to find ways to reduce the availability of the safe harbor
now used by employers. In addition to the “no Match” letters, HLS has indicated it will continue to
find ways to find that current practices constitute “recklessness” and thus void the safe harbor. The
San Francisco court’s decision will give some clarity there.
The government did issue new H2A visa regulations, but the program needs overhauled or another
one to meet the needs of dairy farmers.
As the government succeeds in making the SSA name and number matching program effective,
employers on a national level will be required to use E-verify. Under e-verify employers are
required to verify either the social security number of the work authorization number before
employment. At the same time the “No-match” rules will be fully implemented regarding existing
employees.
The states will continue to expand their role in enforcing immigration laws, not only criminally, but
civilly.
What’s a dairyman to do?
These present challenging times. There are no clear answers. Faced with a need for labor on one
hand, a system that does not assure authorized workers on the other, and prohibited from denying
employment based on immigrant status, there are a lot of risks. DHLS has identified three
characteristics of companies that it raids.40 One of those three, national security and transportation
infrastructure, does not apply to the dairy. The other two might. First, if the company appears to use
as its business model the use of immigrant labor, it comes in the target range. That is why there have
been high profile raids on meat packing and processing plants that bus in hundreds of labors the vast
majority of which are immigrants. The second is that the company participates in the supplying of
false documents.
This second one should not even be on the radar of a diary farm. Look carefully over how you hire
employees. Do you or any of your employees provide information directly or indirectly to assist
immigrants in getting documents. The clearly illegal act would be actually furnishing documents.
39
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Don’t! Make absolutely sure no supervisor, manager or other officer has any such documents.
There is no rationale for someone holding identification records outside of the ordinary course of
business. It is one reason some recommend no copies of documents supplied for I-9 application.
You do not have to have documents to be liable. Even referring applicants to places or individuals
that you think my supply them could be enough. If any of this has occurred on your farm, contact an
attorney right now for advice on how to handle that fact. In some of the raids is that top
management has taken a “blind eye” to subordinates doing just these things. If you have good reason
to know that one of your workers submitted false documents, terminate the employment.
Addressing, the primary reason a dairyman might be targeted, the model calls for immigrant labor,
there are things a dairyman can do to minimize the exposure. These are all important.

Keep your mouth shut about who your employees are and where you think
they came from. It is no one else’s business and what you say can be repeated,
restated, and reported in a way that can harm you and your business.

Screen employees with an eye to whether or not they are potential
troublemakers. Where have they worked before? Why are they not working there
now? Check them out.

If you have concrete evidence that contradicts an applicant’s statements that
they are authorized to work in the US, note the information you had in your records
and do not hire the person.

Avoid dealing with companies that advertise they can supply immigrant
workers with proper documents. At least investigate fully before signing on. Such
brokers are under a great deal of scrutiny and even if you acquired a properly
documented worker, you still might be investigated because of the broker.

Take all “no match letters” seriously and timely and properly respond to each
and everyone of them.


Post all vacancies with the local employment or state jobs office.


Support your local sheriff. Keep an open line of communication with law
enforcement. Introduce them to the management team. Make it clear to them that
you will not tolerate illegal activity by your employees and support your word with
action if it is reported.

Avoid publicity and absolutely prohibit anyone from advertising,
broadcasting, or filming any of your workers. Signs prohibiting photography should
be posted in and about the barns and corrals.

Work with the schools where workers attend. Assist in tutoring and other
activities. Make sure workers know that there has to be no tolerance for violence
anywhere.

Instruct employees to be careful what they do on and off of the farm. Do not
speed, do not drive without a license, do not get into fights.

Instruct employees to avoid actions that draw attention to them, particularly in
unfriendly ways.



Find and retain an attorney in immigration now, introduce her or him to your
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management team now, not when you need an attorney. Keep the attorney up to date
on what is happening and give a “heads up” if you have concerns something might
happen. It could be too late to find one when things happen.
Even with all of that a raid is possible. So, have an action plan in place should one happen. Go over
things that need done the first ten minutes, the first hour, the first milking, the first day. What would
have to be done? What could be delayed? Who could do it? All of these are questions that need to
be considered and answered now. Put the plan in writing. Go over the plan with others in your
operation. The day this happens may be the day you are in the plane to Hawaii. Practice it.
Join with other dairymen and create an emergency milking team in the case of any disaster that
impacts the milking team (such as a tragic loss of several employees by a car accident or a raid).
More than having an agreement, actually have the teams practice occasional milking in the other
farms.
Establish, test and practice different means of communicating with everyone on the farm in the event
of a raid.
Conclusion
Dairymen continue to need good, skilled labor. A major source of that quality labor is immigrant.
Hiring immigrant labor brings conflicting risks. Congress has still failed to address the issue.
Pressures from state legislatures and agencies makes the task even more daunting. As dairymen,
dealing with the vagarities of weather, disease, death, and other natural disasters prepares us for
these risks. Knowing what the risks are, avoiding those that can be avoided, limiting those that can
be limited, and keeping an eye on the rest provides the best protection at this time.
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APPENDIX A
USEFUL WEBSITES
A.

Government Websites
U S Custom and Immigration Services, http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis
U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Office of Special Counsel for ImmigrationRelated Unfair Employment Practices. http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/osc/

B.

Immigration Discussion sites
New York Times, Times Topics, Immigration and Refugees
http://topics.nytimes.com/topics/reference/timestopics/subjects/i/immigration_and_refugees/index.ht
ml

C.

Websites with helpful information for employers of immigrants
Social Security Administration “No-Match” Letter Toolkit (3rd Edition)
http://www.nilc.org/immsemplymnt/SSA-NM_Toolkit/index.htm

D.

Laws and Regulations
Safe-Harbor Procedures for Employers Who Receive a No-Match Letter: Clarification; Initial
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, 73 Fed. Reg. 15944 (March 26, 2008). “Federal Register: Simple
Search” http://www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/search.html , Select Volume 73 and in the Search enter “page
15944" including the quotes.
Safe Harbor Procedures for Employers Who Receive a No-Match Letter: Clarification; Final
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis 73 Fed. Reg. 63843 (October 28, 2008). “Federal Register: Simple
Search” http://www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/search.html , Select Volume 73 and in the Search enter “page
63843" including the quotes.
Civil Rights Division; Office of Special Counsel’s Antidiscrimination Guidance for
Employers Following the Department of Homeland Security’s Safe-Harbor Procedures, 73 Fed. Reg.
63993 (October 28, 2008). “Federal Register: Simple Search”
http://www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/search.html , Select Volume 73 and in the Search enter “page 63993"
including the quotes.
Regulations regarding employment of aliens: Title 8--Aliens and Nationality Chapter I-department of Homeland Security Part 274a--control of Employment of Aliens can be found at the
GPOACCESS website, http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_08/8cfr274a_08.html
The law regarding Unlawful Employment of Aliens: 8 U.S.C. 1324a
Go to the United States Code: Main Page, http://www.gpoaccess.gov/uscode/index.html In search
type 8usc1324a, no spaces.
You may contact me ben@yalelawoffice.com
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APPENDIX B
SUGGESTED STEPS TO FOLLOW IF YOU RECEIVE A SOCIAL
SECURITY “EMPLOYER CORRECTION REQUEST” OR “NO-MATCH
LETTER”
Department of Homeland Security has issued regulations regarding how to handle “no-match” letters
and maintain the protection of the “safe harbor” under the law. The regulations found at 8
C.F.R.274a and the explanation of why the no match provisions are written the way they are is found
at Safe-Harbor Procedures for Employers Who Receive a No-Match Letter: Clarification; Initial
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, 73 Fed. Reg. 15944 (March 26, 2008) and
Safe Harbor
Procedures for Employers Who Receive a No-Match Letter: Clarification; Final Regulatory
Flexibility Analysis 73 Fed. Reg. 63843 (October 28, 2008). They are currently subject to a court
injunction. That may or may not be lifted. Assuming they do take affect, the following addresses
ways in which to handle receipt of no-match letters. These are suggestions, you should have on your
“team” a lawyer who understands immigration issues and advises you on practice and procedure.
1.As part and all mismatches. Also make notes of all phone calls, conversations, emails, and other
communications with anyone regarding the No-Match Letters. These notes should include no less
than the date, approximate time, those present, nature of the conversation, and any promises made.
Keep the folder in a safe and secure location.
2.
Establish a notification procedure within the office as to which managers or owners are to be
notified of the receipt any No-Match Letters. Make sure that any such letter is made available
immediately to you. In addition, to insure that there is no breakdown in the system due to other
demands on your time, make sure the letter is immediately copied to your accountant, bookkeeper,
attorney, or other professional members of your team. These letters should be made priority.
3.
In a calendar you rely upon for appointments and deadlines, note the date the letter was
received and ninety (90) days later to as deadline to reverify employment.
4.
Promptly compare the employee’s SSN (you should have a photocopy of the Social Security
card in the employee file) with the numbers in the W-4 form submitted to make sure that the NoMatch Letter was not the result of a typographical, transcription, or other similar clerical error. If the
W-4 is in error, then
a.Correct the W-4 form and file it with the IRS according to instructions.
b.Verify with either the DHS or SSA that the corrections match agency records.
c.SEPARATELY, report the correction to the SSA at the address provided for response in the
mismatch letter.
d.Maintain copies of ALL correspondence submitting and verifying corrected information.
5.
If the number on the W-4 form agrees with the Social Security number provided by the
employee,
a.Check the spelling of the name. Computers compare names with SSN, not people. They
do not equate Bill with William nor do they know that “Chip” is Charles. Also changes in surnames
due to marriage, adoption, or divorce may not be reflected in SSA files.
b.Notify the employee immediately, both orally (note it in the file) and in writing that the
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SSA has notified you that the number he or she reported does not match the SSA records.
c.Have the employee verify that the information held by the employer is correct. If the
information held by the employer is not correct according to the employee records, correct the
information in accordance with paragraph.
d.If the employee cannot show that your information is incorrect, then notify the employee
that it is his or her responsibility to resolve the dispute with the SSA, not yours.
e.Tell the employee to report immediately to you any response by the SSA.
f.If corrected information is received change your records as per paragraph.
g.REMEMBER: Keep a copy of the letter to the employee and write notes regarding any
communication for your records.
6.
If the discrepancy is still not resolved. The employer should verify the employee’s identity
and work authorization as if a new hire. That means filling out a new I-9 Employment Eligibility
Verification Form as if a new hire.
a.

Must be completed within 93 days of receipt of the No-Match Letter

b.No document containing the SSN or Alien Number subject to the discrepancy can be used
nor a receipt for an application for a replacement of such a document.
c.No document without a photograph can be used to establish identity.
7.
Continue to deduct and pay taxes as you would otherwise do. A No-Match Letter is not
notice to stop payroll taxes.
8.
If the employee returns with information that could indicate a lack of work authorization
(i.e., a new name and/or SSN), then you may need to follow up further to avoid having “constructive
knowledge” of the lack of authorization. If a person comes up with an entirely new identity, then the
employer must demand an explanation. If the explanation is reasonable, then the employer can
accept it and should re-verify the I-9. One such explanation is that the person has gone by one name
his or her life, but it does not match the birth certificate of SS records because they did not formally
have their name changed.
9.
If the employee does not return with corrected information, do not automatically fire the
employee or re-verify their authorization to work in the United States. At the end of the year and
prior to filing W-4s, remind the employee in writing that you requested him or her to resolve the
dispute with the SSA and request an update as to those efforts.
10.
Do not accept any document with the challenged SSN until the mismatch is resolved with the
SSA.
11.
Inform in writing, the SSA all the steps you took to resolve the SSN conflict for each affected
employee, including those you no longer employ. Put a copy of this letter in the folder.
Never assume an employee with a reported mismatch is an undocumented alien.
Never fire an employee solely because you received notice of a mismatch.
Never ignore information and common sense when reviewing new information in response to
mismatches.
Immigration law prohibits employers from continuing to employ workers that they know to be
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undocumented. The employee must be terminated immediately. To do otherwise places the
employer at risk of being in violation of the law.
An employer that receives an SSA nomatch letter and terminates employees without attempting to
resolve the mismatches, or who treats employees differently or otherwise acts with the purpose or
intent to discriminate based upon national origin or other prohibited characteristics, may be found by
OSC to have engaged in unlawful discrimination. However, if an employer follows all of the safeharbor procedures outlined in DHS’s no-match rule but cannot determine that an employee is
authorized to work in the United States, and therefore terminates that employee, and if that employer
applied the same procedures to all employees referenced in the no-match letter(s) uniformly and
without the purpose or intent to discriminate on the basis of actual or perceived citizenship status or
national origin, then OSC will not find reasonable cause to believe that the employer has violated
section 1324b’s antidiscrimination provision, and that employer will not be subject to suit by the
United States under that provision.
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